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Today’s agenda

PART I
• My work in this area
• What is 360 video/VR and immersive media?
• The potential of 360/VR in journalism
• Different approaches to 360/VR storytelling
• 10 minute break
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Today’s agenda

PART II
• Quiz on Part I concepts (w/ a prize for top score!)
• How to get started with 360 cameras and equipment 
• Tips on shooting and producing 360 video
• 10 minute break
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Today’s agenda

PART III
• Ethical challenges of 360/VR video
• Class exercise: develop a 360 story idea
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PART I
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About me

• Formerly an online news  writer/ digita l 
producer a t CBC News  Online and CBC 
News  Network Talk

• I’ve a ls o worked for the Toronto Star, 
Hamilton Magazine and the Canadian 
Univers ity Pres s

• Started as  a  full-time journalis m profes s or 
a t Ryers on Univers ity in 2015

• I primarily teach digita l news  reporting, 
multimedia  s torytelling cours es  and 
international journalis m (focus ing on As ia  
in particular)
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My interest in this area

• Introduced “360” Google Story Spheres
into J RN 273: Boos ting Media  
Techniques  in 2016, 2017

• Experimented with 360 video as  part of 
“Hong Kong 360” in s ummer 2018

• Doubled down on 360 video for the 
2019 “Hong Kong 360” trip

• In 2020, piloted the RSJ ’s  firs t full 
s emes ter 360/ VR clas s  (as  “Advanced 
Multimedia”)

• Experimented with more 
advanced cameras

• Partnered with Liquid Cinema, 
VR authoring platform
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Hong Kong projects
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BX_CSujEp3g
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BX_CSujEp3g


What is 360, 
VR and 
immersive 
media?



Types of immersive media
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Source: Forbes



What’s the difference 
between 360, 360-3D and 
virtual reality?
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360 video/photography
● AKA spherical video - there 

are no edges in the video
● Video footage where a view from 

every direction is captured at the 
same time

● Created through the use of 
omnidirectional cameras (at 
least two lenses, aka “360 
cameras”) or a rig of multiple 
cameras

● Each individual lens shoots up to 
180 degrees field of vision (180 x 
2 = 360!)
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https://www.insta360.com/explore


“Stitching”
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● The individual shots 
need to s equenced 
together in order to 
make vis ual s ens e

● This  s equencing is  
called stitching

● Mos t cameras  now 
us e auto-s titching 
s oftware (which 
s aves  you a  TON of 
time)

● The picture on the 
left s hows  you s hots  
from the front and 
rear view of the 
camera



The stitch line

● This is the complete image 
with both views  s titched 
together

● The “stitch line” is  where 
the s eam of the s equenced 
images  is … can you s ee it?
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360 video
● You to choose which angle to 

watch from
● Watch from a computer, 

s martphone or a  heads et
● Fairly acces s ible - any phone or 

computer that can play videos  on 
YouTube, Facebook, Vimeo

● However, being s hot in 360 alone 
does not fit the criteria  for virtual 
reality!
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WsMjBMxpUTc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WsMjBMxpUTc


Virtual reality
● A video/multimedia experience that 

replicates or simulates an immersive 
environment that users can interact with

● A key distinction between virtual reality 
and 360 video: VR is produced with the 
intent of viewing with a headset
so that the user is fully immersed

● User has more freedom to explore the 
environment
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Degrees of Freedom
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Then there’s 360-3D!

● Most 360 cameras and videos 
are monoscopic - they are s uper 
cool but when you watch them 
on a  heads et, there’s  no 
perception of depth

● However, more advanced 
cameras  can s hoot stereoscopic
video

● Stereos copic video can trick the 
brain into perceiving depth, 
hence, the illus ion of 3D
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s5diEJ-V78I
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s5diEJ-V78I


Stereoscopic 360
● Stereoscopic techniques have 

been around for centuries  (think 
View-Mas ters  and watching 
Avengers : Endgame with 3D 
glas s es )

● Es s entia lly, two nearly identical 
images  are produced, but they 
are off every s o s lightly

● The incongruence between the 
left and right images  tricks  the 
brain into s eeing depth in the 
vis ual

● Try it! There are examples  of 3D 
360 videos  you can watch on 
your heads et. Compare it with 
monos copic 360.
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Presence

• That phys ical and emotional s ens ation of feeling like “you’re really there” 
is  called “presence”

• 360/ VR experiences  are built around trying to create pres ence. How do we 
build this  feeling?
• Deciding what to s how people and where to “bring” them
• Longer s hots  that a llow the viewer to really explore the s cene
• The us e of natural/ s urround s ound to reinforce the environment
• Us e of mood-s etting mus ic, s pecial effects , graphics
• The pers pective or point-of-view us ed for s hooting
• The action, movement, pacing
• Choices  in how we follow the s ubject(s )
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Defining virtual reality

● Virtual reality is a challenging term to define, but almost any definition would revolve around 
the idea of it being able to create presence or telepres ence (Steuer, 2000)

● Any definition of virtual reality would als o have to include the use of a VR headset in order for 
one to be immers ed in the digita l environment

● Some people that work in VR des ign and development get annoyed when people us e 360 
video and VR interchangeably 

● Some people argue that real VR requires  6DoF movement s o one can truly be immers ed in the 
environment, not jus t 3DoF head movement…

● And s ome people argue that real VR needs  both 6DoF and 3D depth to be cons idered true 
virtual reality

● My pos ition: 3DoF movement s atis fies  the bas ic criteria  to be cons idered virtual reality 
becaus e it does  give the viewer s ome s ens e of agency and immers ion
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Lots of things!
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• Gaming
• Training s imulations
• Documentary
• Movies , film, TV
• Experimental art
• Live event coverage

Screencap from The Fastest Fist, a boxing training VR game

A UCLA doctor uses VR to study a patient’s 
brain as part of his surgery preparation  

In 2017, several 
news outlets, 
including CNN, 
livestreamed 
the total solar 
eclipse in 
360/VR



The potential of virtual 
reality/360 video in journalism
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Many storytelling opportunities with 360/VR

● Transport audiences to places and 
s paces  they would not otherwis e be 
able to s ee

● Provide a  different pers pective or 
vantage point (live news , s ports )

● A phys ically engaging, interactive 
experience

● As  technology evolves , more 
potentia l to us e 3D computer 
animation to create entirely new 
and original forms of storytelling
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Differences in broadcast TV vs. 360/VR storytelling
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szHgpgVzfMM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=szHgpgVzfMM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qWYRUCr8SUA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qWYRUCr8SUA


How did those two 
different storytelling 
experiences compare?
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How did each of those video 
experiences differ in their 
attempt to create “presence”?
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Is 360/VR any more than 
just eye candy?
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Studies suggest 
that VR tends to 
encourage 
empathy
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Empathy
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● Experiencing stories in virtual reality 
can increase our feelings of empathy 
about people more than text 
(Stanford, 2018)

● Empathy is a key aspect of narrative -
we are compelled by someone’s story 
because we can somehow relate to it 
or connect with it

● Journalism has the potential to help 
broaden people’s perspectives
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ecavbpCuvkI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ecavbpCuvkI


“There is no filter”

“Virtual and augmented reality create precious spaces 
in which you are physically vulnerable and able to 
connect with a story in a much more powerful way
than other mediums. This vulnerability creates a 
powerful emphatic link with what’s happening. 
Immersive storytelling takes away the traditional 
distance between the reader and the story. This 
distance is also an emphatic buffer. Immersive 
storytelling brings you right where the action is . It 
feels real. It’s around you. You’re in it. There is no 
filter.”

- Nonny de la Peña, journalist and VR reporting pioneer
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Different 
approaches to 
360/VR storytelling
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Different approaches to 360/VR storytelling
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1. The event/ moment
2. The profile
3. Dramatic recons truction
4. Hybrid s torytelling/ s imulation
5. Experimental s torytelling



The event/moment
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• Les s  about narrative, more about 
pure experience

• Allowing the audience to have a  
complete, “unfiltered” experience 
(often no reporter narration)

• Multiple vantage points  and/ or 
multiple cameras  could be us ed to 
good effect

• Potentia l applications :
• Covering gatherings  like 

protes ts , ra llies  and celebrations
• Live performances , concerts , 

s porting events
• Lots  of daily news  pos s ibilities  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SQeaicX7Q0U
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SQeaicX7Q0U


The profile
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• More narrative-driven s tory built 
around one or more compelling 
personalities

• Giving the audience a  s ense of 
their life by taking their POV 
pers pective or feeling like you’re 
walking bes ide them

• Often us es  individual s tories  to 
explore wider is s ues  or concepts : 
the changing and expanding roles  
of women in Maas ai communities   

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aVfvHzAfQZg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aVfvHzAfQZg


Dramatic reconstruction
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• An exciting application of 360/ VR: 
time-travel

• Ability to merge archival, his toric 
vis ual content with a  360/ 3D 
experience

• As  3D graphic production and 
virtual modelling evolves , the 
potentia l is  incredible for 
recons tructing environments  and 
moments  that have come and 
gone

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b9UJ8IubluE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b9UJ8IubluE


Dramatic reconstruction
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• Or take a  journey into 
s omeone’s  mind and s ee the 
world how they may s ee it

• Lots  of creative potentia l for 
s tories  involving firs t-pers on 
s torytelling without neces s arily 
having acces s  to them (i.e. 
biographical, his torical fiction)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OtwOz1GVkDg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OtwOz1GVkDg


Hybrid storytelling/simulation
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SrcGE9xH1Jc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SrcGE9xH1Jc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FB-boKXYYqg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FB-boKXYYqg


Experimental storytelling

To me, one of the greatest opportunities of VR storytelling is being able to leverage the 
technologically to create realis tic experiences  we’ve never dreamed of being able to 
experience. One great example...

Biidaaban: First Lightby Anis hinaabe filmmaker Lis a  J acks on is  a  breathtaking VR s hort 
film that imagines  what would happen if downtown Toronto were to be reclaimed by 
nature. The film is  imbued with the languages  of this  land’s  firs t peoples .
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http://lisajackson.ca/Biidaaban-First-Light-VR


Different approaches to 360/VR storytelling
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1. The event/ moment
i. Capture the live “experience” of being in a  moment for people

2. The profile
i. Narrative s tory that highlights  a  compelling pers on and s haring in their experiences

3. Dramatic recons truction
i. Recreating an event or experience that perhaps  has  a lready pas s ed

4. Hybrid s torytelling/ s imulation
i. Utilizing 3D graphics , animations , creative nonfiction elements  to create s imulated interaction (i.e. 

giving the us er choices  or power to control the s tory)
5. Experimental s torytelling

i. Anything goes !



Let’s take a 10 minute break
Before we start up again, please open the URL to the online Kahoot! quiz and 
sign in. We’ll start right away when we reconvene.
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